Prime Holding JSC is a premium software solution provider with over 20 years of experience and more
than 500 successfully completed projects for clients in Europe and the USA. We employ 250 software
engineers with vast expertise across technologies. We always strive to be authentic, benevolent, and
competent in all our relations with clients, partners, competitors, and employees. We do our business with
care and responsibility for the society and the IT industry where we live and work.
Our internship program is a genuine career opportunity for talented and hard-working individuals to
become part of a team that inspires innovation and creativity! We understand that the first step in every
new endeavor is crucial and we are excited to help you grow with the required practical and theoretical
knowledge you will need in the future.
We are currently looking for talented trainees to join our team in 5 subject areas:






Java https://careers.primeholding.com/jobs/JAGD5st-M3Xj/java-software-en
Front end (Angular) https://careers.primeholding.com/jobs/EqysDNPmrRGe/angular-

software-engineer-intern-remote
QA https://careers.primeholding.com/jobs/RJLgH3XggDVZ/quality-assurance-internremote
.NET https://careers.primeholding.com/jobs/3ndeJ80TM0me/net-software-engineer-internremote
Digital Art https://careers.primeholding.com/jobs/uo4FHPiH3A5h/digital-art-intern-remote

How to apply:
Send your CV and video recording OR a cover letter answering the questions:




Is it better to follow your dream or to investigate the job market when choosing a profession?
If you have the chance to address only 1 question to the CEO, what would it be? Explain why.
Describe a time where you made a mistake, and how you handled it and what have you learned
from it.

It’s important that in your answers you demonstrate that you have the essential skills for the role. We`d
appreciate if you do a recording to be with HD (720p) or FHD (1080p) resolution.
If YOU fit the requirements and you feel that the position is of interest to you, come join us!
Period: July-September 2020
Deadline for applications: 2nd of July 2020

We thank all applicants for their interest. Only those selected for an interview will be contacted.
All personal data of applicants is protected by the law and will be treated as strictly confidential.

